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Summary
The load capacity of worm gears is mainly

influenced by the size and the po irion of the con-
tact pattern. A new method was developed that
allows for the determination and optimization of
the idle and load contact parterns in the design
stage. By this method, the contours of worm and
worm wheel are simulated point by point. takjng
into account the boundary conditions of the man-
ufacturing process,

The idle contact pattern. can be derived from
these contours by pairing them together 1n such a
way that the assembly deviations define the posi-
Lionof worm and wheel. The load contact pattern
can be determined from the idle contact pattern
by adding the deflections of the teeth and gear
bodies and the elastic deformations of the bear-
ings and the housing.

Thi procedure can also be used for automated
optimization of the contact pattern. so optimum
machine settings can be found without a trial
manufacturing, Comparisons of these theoretical
contact patterns with real contact patterns of gears
in practice showed II good correlation,

Introduction
The load capacity of worm gear drives is

mainly influenced by the size and the position of
the contact pattern. The actual load capacity cal-
culations according to DrN 3996 (Ref. I) or ISO
CD 14521 (Ref. 2) assume contact patterns that
are well positioned and cover nearly the whole
flank of the wheeL

worm
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Size and position of the contact pattern depend
011 many parameters, like manufacturing type,
accuracy, geometry of the housing, kind of bear-
ings and operating conditions (see Fig. l),

The estimation of the influence of these param-
eters on the contact pattern. and therefore on the
load capacity, requires great experience,

. ormally, the idle contact pattern is checked
after as embly by paiunng orne teeth of the
wheel with contact paint After several revolu-
tions, the abrasion of the contact paint is used to
evaluate the idle contact pattern. AILhaugh this
procedure is simple, it is time consuming.
Furthermore, experience is needed if the contact
pattern has to be adjusted, Other disadvantages of
this method are that the load contact pattern and
local specific overloads cannot be detected. To
avoid this old-fashioned procedure. an analyucal
method was developed that allows for the deter-
mination of the idle and load contact patterns in
the design stage.

These investigations were carried out at the
Gear Research Centre (fZG) at the Technical
University of Munich. Germany, and were sup-
ported by the Gear Research Organization (FVA)
of Frankfurt, Germany, through research project
252 (Ref. 3).

Idle Contact Pattern
By this new method, the contours of the worm

and the wheel are calculated point by point by tak-
ing into account the boundary conditions and
deviations of the manufacturing process.

The point of the worm in the axial sections
and the wheel in the corresponding sections are
described by simulating the final manufacturing
process (grinding wheel or hob). Then, these two
contours are brought into contact in a way so the
center distance and the assembly deviations define
the position of each contour. If this is done for
several mesh positions, the idle contact pattern is
then the summation of the smallest distance
between the contours of worm and wheel at. eachFigflr,e I-Influence paramele.rs on the ,contact

paltem of worm gears. mesh position,
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Calcutatioll of the COli/our of the worm. The

contour of different type of wonn flanks can be
de cribed by simulating the final manufacturing

proce S, which is usually done by grinding or cut-

ting. In accord with DfN 3975, the worm' flank

contours that arc ground include a COncave pro-
file ill the axial ection, an involute profile in the

transverse section and a convex profile in the
axial section. The flank contours that are cut
include a, traight profile in the axial section and

a straight profile in the normal section (Ref. 4).
The grinding disk. [or example, can be character"
ized by the diameter do- the pre ure angle CI.o and
the profile (see Figure 2).

The contour of the grinding disk can be either

described by analytical equations (Ref. 5) or

approximated by a series of discrete points. Here

the approximation by discrete points is used.

The discrete points of the worm contour can be
achieved from the points of the grinding disk by

simulating the manufacturing proce s in a way 0

the grinding di k has to be rotated around the wont!
axis in several steps and sirnultaneou ly has to be

moved in the direction of the warm axis to achieve
the lead. An example is shown in Figure 3.

The advantage of this procedure over the ana-

lytical method is that the realgeometry-c-which
deviates from the idealgeometry-can be taken
into account. These deviations are grinding with a
modified center distance, modified pre sure angle
or modified lead. Funaermcre, modifications like
crowning can be added to this model.

Calculation ,oj the contouT of the ",'01'111

willel. The basic idea for calculating the contour

of worm wheel flank. is the arne as shown for
the worm. Here the final manufacturing process is

usually done by cutting. The hob can be charac-

terized by the diameter do, the pressure angle CI.o
and the profile.

The hob's contour can al 0 be approximated

bya series of discrete points. The di crete points
of the wheelcontour can be achieved by sirnulat-
ing the manufacturing process as hown in Figure
4. Here the hob has 00 be rotated around the wheel
axisin several steps and simultaneeu Iy moved in
the feed direction. An example for uch a wheel
tooth contour i shown in Figure 5.

Because the contour of the wheel is not ba ed
all empirical equation .the influences of rnodifi-
cations on the hob. like increased hob diameter,

center distance modification and lead modifica-
tion, can betaken into account.

Simulalioll' oj IIIe a~sembly,ojthe worm gea»:
During the as embly of worm and wheel in the
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F.igure 2 D'erivatioll ,0/ ti,e worm contour by sim-
ulating the grinding process.

Figur:e l-Contour of a worm witll ,/1 straight' pr.o-
file in the axial sectioIJ'QI.ld witiJ two teetll (individ-
ual points 01lly SIIO'w.n forMe plarle).



F,igure 5-Contour of one lootll of a wonn wlleel
(individual points oltly shown in aile plane).
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Figure ,6-Deviatiolls from ti,e ideal ".lounn'lg
position oj worm and wheel in the housing.

Figure 7-Pairillg oj the contours oj the teetl. of
wonn alld wheel (individual poillls not shown).
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Figure 8-Example for an idle contact pattern.

housing, deviations from their ideal position can
occur, These deviations. of course. also have an
influence on the size and the position of the con-
tact pattern .. The most important deviations are
(see Fig. 6):

• wheel offset sb,
• deviation of the center distance £la,
• shaft angle error AI, and
• plane error !!.N.

If the contour from the discrete points of the
worm and wheel teeth are known, the assembly
process can then be simulated by sliding the worm
and wheel together. taking into accountthe afore-
mentioned boundary conditions.

Now the distances between the different points
of worm and wheel can be calculated. Usually for
one pair of points there is a minimum distance Llyo
(see Figure 7). From all distances Lly" Llyo has to

be ubstracted, Distances, which fall into a speci-
fied small range, can now be viewed as contact
points for this position of worm and wheel. The e
contact points form one contact line. Thisproce-
dure has to be repeated fOFa series of positions of
worm and wheel. The individual contact lines then
fonn the idle contact pattern. An example is
shown in Figure 8.

Load Contact Pattern and Specifi.c Load
The idle contact pattern is not identical to the

load contact pattern. Under load, the contact pat-
tern is further influenced by the worm deflection.
the tooth deflection. deflection of the gear bodies
and the elastic deformations of the 'bearings and
the housing, For the determination of the load
contact pattern and the specific load. the method
of influence numbers is u ed. In this model, all
influences that do not depend on the load are
described by a rigid body. while allload-depend-
ent influencesare described by a spring system
(see Fig. 9). The application of a tooth load to this
model leads to deformations at the different stiff-
nesses and therefore to different specific loads at
the specific points along the flank, The load con-
tact pattern is the summation of all points where
the load is > O.

For load-free conditions and ideal geometries,
the pads (spring system) and the wedges (rigid
body) are i.n contact over tile whole length (see
Fig. 9a). This is the theoretical contact line, For
real geometries with no load. (here is a contact
only in one point (see Fig. 9b). In this position, the
pad is still undeformed. These are the boundary
condition of the idle contact pattern. Under load,
the pads will be deformed (see Fig. 9c). The tom!
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The determination of the different matrices can
be done by using the method of influence num-
bers. This is shown a an example for the defer-
mation of a tooth of the wheel (see Fig. I I).

To determine the inflaence nambers for the
looth deformation. the theory of thin lices is used,
For each contact point, one slice is used,

Depending on the tooth shape and the point where
the load acts, the deviation of the tooth can be cal- Figllr:e l.2-.ExompleoJ a load contact paltem
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deformation can be de cribed by a ,y tern of ,equa-
tions, For the determination of the discrete defor-

mations at each contact point and the determina-
tion of the single loads at these points, the follow-
ing equations have to' be solved;

Summation of the ingle loads:
Fbnl = 'LF; = E· r (1)

with: Fbn ::: total load, Fj = single load in a, spring

dement. E '" unit vector, and F '" vector with all
single loads.

Components of a single deformation:

0;* ::::Ogel - OJ (2)
with: 0;'" = Ingle deformation in one pring element.
agel '" total deformation of the pad. and ,0; '" eli lance
between spring element and! pad with no load.

Sy tern of load-deformation equations:
0* = qo F

with: 0,* '" vector with single deformations and q =
matrix with all elasticcomponents,

These equation lead to Equation 4:
Fb = E • q.1 • [0 - ()..]

fI gt!s I

Thi is a scalar equation. where FbI! is known from
the torque. The determination of tile matrix q with
an ela tic components i made by calculating all
influence separately according to Equation 5:

where the single matrices with elastic components
are (see Fig. 10):

cfW for themfhience of worm haft deflection .
.cfZ for the influence of the deflection of a

thread of the worm.
qRW forthe influence of the wheel shaft deflection,
qRZ for the influence of the deflection ofa tooth

of the wheel.
qWL for the influence of the deformation of the

bearings •.and
qGH for the influence of the deformation of the

housing.

b)lreal condition."
no load

a) geometric Ideal
conditions

c) real'condltlon.
"wlthlload

Figure 9-Model oJ th,e mesll betweenl H/,ormand worm wheel: oj ,g,eometri'C
ideal conditions; b) real conditions, no .load; c) real conditions,. with load.

(3)

deformation of
bearings and housing

tlltingl

(4) tooth defOrmation
{worm and worm wheel)

tooth body defonnation
(worm and WORTI wheel)

Figure 10-.Mecllanical models Jor determillanonoJ lile matrix with ,elastic
component«:

Figure .II-Slice llIodel for tile i,ifluence ,oJ tlle deformll1ion of a toolh 0/ a
wheel: thickness a :::constant, -

specific load Fib

mJl 302 N/mm ill Fib > 227 N/m.rn m 227 N/mm ill Fib> 151 N/mm'

[]! 151 N/mm ill Fib > 16 N/mm rn 76 N/mm ill Fib > 0 N/mm

o Fib • 0 H/mm

\

"
/

/
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load at x, M ;;;;;bending moment at .r, E =Y:oung's i can be determined using Equation 7:
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\~.~.!:..~"'/F =4.4%.
• • -» -" U" -'0.41

~.-- --- H = 0.6

1"\ '" 0' 1"\ = 1'0'

1"\ = 3.4' 11'" 13 ..3'

.n~~~"-!o;~' ,. F = '91 %
U= 00.08
H= 0.38

11= 6.7' 11'" 16.7'

I F= 87%
U = -'0.111
H= 0.13

n=20'

F=75%
U= 0.19
H= -'0.47

11= 23.4'

.r"<"~:::::P"""', F= 59%
U= 0.31
H", -'0.'61

n =26.7'

Figure 13-S erieso] contact pattems depe1lding 011 the traverse angle oj the hob. Jr---------------------------,---------------------------~, !
J
i
i
i
i
i
i
!

Inlet
U<O

H=-1

Figure 14-Specijicatioll of COl/tad pattern according to size and positioll.

culated according the theory of Weber and

Banaschek (Ref. 6). The load P is divided into its

components: Qp. Np and Mpo These lead to a nor-
mal load N, a transver e load Q and a bending
moment M in the section at x.

To determine the deformation in the direction
of the load, the deformation energy is set equal to

the integral over the elastic stress energy. It is:

1 Pw _= 1J " M 2 dx + 1 J>, Q2 dx + 1.f",N2 dx
2 < 2 0 El 2 0 GAs 20 EA

(6)

with: P' = load, w. = deformation in direction of

the load, xp '" length of the slice, Up '" load direc-
tion angle, Q = transverse load at x, N :: normal

16

I! modulus. G = shear modulus. 1= mass moment
I of inertia at x, A = cross section at x, and As '"

shear area at x.
This equation can be olved in the direction of

the deformation w~,which can be viewed as one
point in the matrix qRZ.

The re ult of this procedure is a load contact
pattern as shown in Figure ],2. Contrary to the

idle contact pattern. where the different levels

characterize the minimum distances between
worm and wheel. the different levels of the load
contact pattern characterize the specific loads
along the contact lines.

Optimization of the Contact. Pattern
The procedures described in the previous sec-

nons lead to contact patterns that correspond very
well with measured contact patterns of gears in

practice. Normally. the measured contact patterns
do not have the optimum size and position.

Therefore. an optimization must be done. for
which great experience is necessary. A contact

pattern, calculated by using the procedures

described in the previous sections, can be opti-
mized by variation of the different manufacturing
and assembly parameters. This makes sense only

if there is knowledge of how the different param-

eters influence the size and position of the con-
tact pattern. In the following, a procedure is

described stating how this selection can be done
automatically.

First, the parameters-which can be varied for
achieving a better contact partem-s-have to be
selected. Then, a series of calculations has to be

made by varying these parameters in several
small. steps. Thi leads to a series of contact pat-

terns. An example of such a series is shown in
Figure 13.

From this eries, the optimum contact pattern

(and the corresponding manufacturing and
assembly parameters) can 'be found by classify-
ing the size and position of the contact patterns

using the characterizing parameters F, U and H:

The parameter F is the calculated area of the
contact pattern as a percentage of the theoretical
possible contact area as shown in the left part of
Figure 14.

The parameter U characterizes the position of
the contact pattern in the circumferential direc-
tion of the worm. For the calculation of U, the
center of gravity of the area used for the determi-
nation of F. is used (see left part of Fig. 14). II
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U =::1: ~/~max
Per definition, value. for U between -1 and

+ I are po sible. If the center ofgravity is in tile
inlet area, U win have a negative value; U = 0 if
the center of gravity is in the middle of the flank.
and a position in the outlet area has a positive

value.
The parameter H de cribes the position of the

contact pattern in the direction of the tooth

height. Forthi , the center of gravity of that area.
of the contact pattern i u ed where the mallest
distance were calculated ill the case of the idle

contact pattern or the highest specific loads were

calculated in the case of the load contact pattern.
(see right part of Fig. 14). The restriction on this

small area WEI done because if the whole area i
used. contact patterns with peaks at the tip or the
rool would be classified as well-adjusted contact

patterns. H can be determined as follows:

H:;;;; (I' - ',",")1(1'0 - I',"in) if r < 1'0

H :;;;;(I' - rmln)l(r 0 - 1',,,,,,,) if r ~ r0 (8)
Also, the parameter H can reach values

between -1 and +1, where a positive value repre-

sents a position of the contact pattern in the direc-
tion of the tip of the tooth and a negative value

repre ents a. po ilion in the direction of the root.
The result of thi classification is shown by an

example in Figure 15. A typical position of a con-
tact pattern i in the tooth height direction in the

middle and in the circumferential direction tend-

ing slightly into the outlet area. This mean H
should be in the area of 0 and U hould be in Ihe

area of 0.1. til the example, this corresponds to a
traver e angle n = 20', waich leads to a size of
the contact pattern (parameter F) 'Of 87%.

Conclusion
These procedures were verified by a comparison

of calculated idle contact patterns with real contact
patterns of wornl gears in practice. An example
from !hi comparison.i shown in Figure 16. From
this figure, it ,can be seen that !he calculated contact

pattern correlates very well with the measured con-

taot pattern. Therefore, Ihese procedures are suitable

for the determination and 'Optimization ofthe con-

tact pattern of wonn gears. 0

This paper was Iprevious'lly presented at the
International Conferencel on Gears. held March 1]-:15.
200--1 in Munich. Gennany.Also. th paper was previ-
ously published byVDI Veril!a!llin the Iconference's. pro-
ceedIngs, in VOII r'e,pon.1665.
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